The Cosmetic Effect of Intra Cavity Injection of Saline in Patients with Breast Conserving Therapy
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Abstract:
Introduction: For many women with breast cancer, breast conserving therapy (BCT) is preferable to total mastectomy because BCT produces survival rates equivalent to those after total mastectomy while preserving the breast. However, the effect of breast conservation therapy on aesthetic outcome is not minimal and those patients may benefit from reconstructive consultation. Here, we present a simple and safe procedure with shortened hospital stay for centers where plastic specialty services are not available.

Methods: It was a prospective study. Twenty-one women with breast cancer underwent breast-conserving surgery followed by injection of 200-400 cc of normal saline into the cavity. At 6 months follow-up, all patients were evaluated for asymmetry, deformities, satisfying with the end result and requesting or requiring further cosmetic surgery.

Results: Twenty-one patients were enrolled, aged 23-59 years. All margins were negative on post operative pathologic study. At 6 months follow-up, all patients had some degree of asymmetry, but were satisfied with the result; none requested plastic surgery.

Conclusion: Saline injection into the cavity is a safe and quick technique to preserve breast contour for patients who do not access onco-plastic surgery.
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Introduction

Breast cancer is one of the most common malignancies among Iranian women. Modern therapies include both surgical resection for local disease and medical therapy for systemic disease [1]. There are several surgical options for primary treatment of breast cancer such as modified radical mastectomy and breast conserving therapy. Breast conservation involves resection of the primary breast cancer with a margin of normal-appearing breast tissue, adjuvant radiation therapy, and assessment of regional lymph node status [2].

Several randomized prospective studies have documented that segmental resection (lumpectomy), axillary dissection, and postoperative irradiation and chemotherapy result in disease-free and overall survival rates equal to those of modified radical mastectomy [3].

However, the removal of adequate volumes of breast tissue to achieve tumor-free margins and reduce the risk of local relapse may compromise the cosmetic outcome, causing unpleasant results.

Oncoplastic techniques provide the opportunity for enhancing quality of life by improving cosmetic outcome and psychological well-being.

Here, we present a simple and safe procedure with shortened hospital stay for centers where plastic specialty services are not available.

Methods

This prospective study was undertaken at hospitals of Jondishapour University from 2009-2011. Twenty one women with breast cancer based on age, tumor size, pathological characteristics, and their preference were considered for enrolling in this study. The patients were fully informed and consented regarding the details of the procedure.

Excluding criteria included: previous chest wall irradiation, pregnancy, presence of severe collagen vascular disease, multiple primary tumors within the breast, an extensive intraductal component, large tumor size, lymphatic vessel invasion, lobular histologic findings and lack of access to a radiation therapy facility.

The patients underwent lumpectomy with 2cm margins of the affected quadrant. The specimen was immediately orientated prior to submission to the pathologist with sutures. Hemostasis was then meticulously secured within the cavity. The wound has been closed with a single layer continuous absorbable 3/0 suture making the closure water-tight, for the subcutaneous tissue and non absorbable 4/0 for the skin. Axillary lymph node dissection was performed through a separate incision. Then 200-400cc of saline dependent on the size of the cavity was injected. Hospital stay ranged between 1-2 days.

All patients were advised to wear external support. All patients underwent postoperative adjuvant therapy starting 2 weeks after surgery.

Clinical examinations were employed for post operative assessment and follow up on outpatient basis for six months. At 6 months follow up, all patients were evaluated of asymmetry, deformities, satisfying with the end result and requesting or requiring further cosmetic surgery.

Results

Twenty one patients underwent lumpectomy with intra-operative saline injections. All patients elected to undergo breast-conserving surgery if feasible. Age ranged between 23-59 years (Mean: 41), tumor size ranged 2-4 cm. The most frequent pathologic feature was invasive ductal carcinoma (66.7%), and 42.9% of patients were in stage IIA. Axillary lymph nodes were involved by tumoral cells in 47.6% of patients. All margins were negative on pathologic study. The contour of the breast was restored with saline, which prevented the redundant skin from caving in and adhering to the chest wall. All patients underwent further treatment with adjuvant radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Follow up based on physical examination at 4-6 weeks post operative period have
shown mild–moderate degrees of asymmetry, while breast contour was preserved. One patient developed spontaneous drainage of the saline due to wound dehiscence that was excluded from study.

There were not any reports of complications of the radiation therapy. At 4-6 months follow up, all patients noticed some degree of asymmetry in the form of difference in size but not deformities, yet all were satisfied with the end result and none requested or required further cosmetic surgery.

Discussion

Lumpectomy and postoperative radiation therapy, also called breast conservation therapy (BCT), with an efficacy equivalent to that of mastectomy is now an established surgical modality and is the preferred standard of care for management of women with early-stage breast cancer. Recent reports have suggested that the effect of breast conservation therapy on aesthetic outcome is not minimal and that patients may benefit from reconstructive consultation.

Bajaj evaluated 21 patients who had undergone breast conservation therapy to measure objectively the aesthetic change and whether the extent of change is significant enough (objectively and subjectively) to warrant plastic surgery consultation. He considered 2 SD above the control mean as significant and indicated that breast conservation therapy can cause significant asymmetry; thus, an option for plastic surgery consultation as part of the treatment protocol is warranted [4].

Many options have been introduced in recent years to optimize the efficacy of conservative surgery both in terms of local control and cosmetic results such as 3-D ultrasound navigation system [5], Transposition of adipose tissue [6], Latissimus dorsi miniflaps [7], breast implants [8] and mammoreduction combined with breast conserving treatment [9].

For the first time, Guldvog et al evaluated 548 breast cancer patients who have been operated with saline instillation into the cavity. They found out that 85% of the BCS cases were quite satisfied with the result wanting no further surgery, and out of the 15% wanting oncoplastic surgery half of these just needed reduction on the other side. They concluded that saline instillation can optimize BCS, minimizing loss of the breast and reducing the need for plastic surgical expertise [10].

Maha evaluated Twenty-four patients who underwent extended quadrantectomy with intraoperative saline injections. Follow up with MRI at immediate post operative period T2 images axial and sagittal views have demonstrated the saline filling the cavity restoring the breast contour. Further, at 4-6 months follow up have shown mild–moderate degrees of asymmetry, yet breast contour is preserved. Saline was completely absorbed and the cavity has been filled by lipo-fibrous tissue.

So saline is gradually been absorbed by the raw surfaces, yet serum is also being concurrently secreted thereby retaining the cavity open for a longer period of time forming a therapeutic seroma preventing the redundant skin from caving in and adhering to the chest wall until natural tissue remodeling takes place. Maha and others concluded that injecting saline into cavities temporarily prevents the caving in of the redundant skin, which has the tendency to permanently adhere to the fascia thereby preventing gross deformities [11].

We evaluated 21 patients operated with saline injection in our study and follow up was based on serial physical examinations, like Bajaj’s study. However Maha’s follow up was based on the both MRI and examinations.

One patient developed wound dehiscence in immediate post-operative period resulted in saline drainage and was excluded from the study.

At 4-6 months follow up, all patients noticed some degree of asymmetry but not deformities, and all were satisfied with the end result and none requested or required further cosmetic surgery.

Conclusion
Saline injection into the cavity is safe, effective, with high satisfaction among patients. It is not a definite cosmetic breast surgery and should be considered in centers where the onco-plastic team approach is not readily available.
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